
Shadow 1221 

Chapter 1221 - The Creator And The Five Seats 

'I don't think that I am wrong' he mutters to himself 

Since the moment he arrives here, he felt a gaze watching over him. 

At first he thought it was just his feeling. 

But now as he saw Aero walked away, he could focus entirely on himself and he is sure that someone or 

something is watching him. 

'Does this have something to do with how I could see the rise and fall of the races?' he thought to 

himself. 

From the moment he came to Earth X, inexplicable things started happening. 

He felt this premonition but he did not know what the premonition is trying to tell him. 

Usually, even though he could not accurately guess what his premonition is about, he would be able to 

at least knows whether it is a bad thing or a good thing. 

But this, time, he had no idea at all. It is a subtle feeling that is slowly becoming obvious as time passes 

by. 

He tries to see through the white clouds and the stars. He did not see anything other than what he is 

supposed to see 

He saw the stars and the planets and all of the usual things you would see when you look at outer space. 

Of course there are some unknown particles he could not make heads or tails of but this is quite normal 

in the vast Universe. 

And he did not feel that feeling when looking at the sky. 

But he could feel that the gaze is not full of malice. 

If this was before he became a Divine Comprehension leveler, he might not trust intuition that much but 

he knew that the intuition and instinct of a Divine Comprehension level is derived from the laws of the 

world itself. 

It is like the echoing and reverberation of fate and destiny itself. 

It would be stupid of him ignoring that. 

And it is rarely wrong. He could feel whoever of whatever is watching him did not intend to do harm to 

him. 

It however does make him curious. 

After all, what kind of beings that is so powerful that even after being layered by a mirror-dimension and 

he is not exactly in that time-space right now, that there is still someone who could look at him and see 

him. 
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Most of the time, if this happens and he could feel someone is watching him, he would feel threatened 

and he would feel anxious. 

However, when he felt that gaze trained on him, he felt…at peace. 

Like he somehow back at his most favorite place. It is a weird thing to feel but that is what he felt. 

Like he was back in the place that he felt most comfortable with. 

He could not feel any desire to attack whoever is looking at him right now because he could feel Love. 

Unboundless love that seems as infinite as the stars. 

And for a moment he could feel that there is a connection. That he felt that the end of this journey have 

something to do with the one who is watching him right now 

Of course unbeknown to Azief right now, when Azief went to Earth X, the gaze of the Creator rested 

upon him. 

The Creator lives and existed in every nodes of timeline if he wanted to. 

So, even one could see him in the present of time, he is also at the past and he is probably also in the 

future. 

Time to him is and was never a straight line or a river. 

He could bend it, break it, make changes to it and much more with it. 

Unlike some people who have to opens up barriers and run faster than light and break that time-space 

barrier to go past it and tear opens a portal to access the future or the past, the Creator could go to 

wherever and whenever. 

And he does not even need to go. As long as he was there in the past, he is still there even the future. 

This is the secret that Earth X had hidden from the rest of the Omniverse. The Creator was at Earth X, 

waiting for a Savior to come to Him 

And that Savior was Arial as he was destined to be the Creator Third Incarnation. The prophecy of the 

Ages all pointed to this. 

The Holy Blood, the sacred bloodline all was for that. Of course, Arial delayed the matter but when he 

was ready to become who he is destined to be, he accepted it with open arms 

Azief of course did not know the whole backstory of this but it would not be long before he would know 

that the Creator owes him a favor 

The Creator look at Azief and He could tell that Azief felt him and he chuckles. 

'Ah, an old friend of my incarnation' 

He is very happy and then he said to no one in particular but He knows that His Lord is listening. 



'Was it all destined? Was this also one of your plans? Or was this always the plan? It seems that in this 

timeline, too many people owe him a debt. Then what about the promise You have made with the 

Destroyer?' 

He did not expect an answer as His Lord rarely answers in Words. There are ways he manifests his Will 

to the material world. 

'Though, I think it is time we have a conversation. Seeing that the Yewa Hafar is quickening the events, I 

think I need to balance the scale. Am I allowed to?' he ask. 

This time, he wanted an answer. He had already made His mind, but if His Lord says no, then He would 

not do it. 

'Hmm' that is the sound he heard and the Creator smiles so widely that life aura spikes in his dimension. 

To Him, the word is Hmm. 

But to the rest of the fabric of reality, that small sound is a song that echoes in space and if there is a 

radio equipment all they would hear is some static noise that suddenly spikes up all of a sudden. 

Those who heard it clearly could be enlightened. 

The Creator know that word simply means yes. He is allowed to. If he is not allowed to, then there 

would be no word, and nothing would change 

The Creator laughed and then said 

'I guess everything would be changed this time.' 

At the same time, The Creator left eye is looking at the possible future of the Omniverse and what used 

to be inevitable in the past right now is blurry like it was covered by a white veil of mist 

And of course in his eyes and in his gaze was the future events of Azief. Since Azief is so related to the 

End of Everything, the Creator gaze had never left him since the day he was born. 

His eye had never left seeing anything in this world. But the Creator does pay more attention to a birth 

that would signal the End of Everything.  

Of course, Azief was merely a candidate among the list of people that could be the End of Everything. 

But the determination of fate and destiny is hard to change and as such, there would be no deviation. If 

there is a deviation, how could it like today where the plans of supreme being and mystical beings is 

calculated in two timelines? 

The fact that Jean turns back every particles of Time in all of dimensions and realities actually 

strengthened the bond between the Destroyer and Azief. 

Though that might be Jean intention. So, in the second timeline, there is no other candidate more 

suitable than Azief. 

Because in using Azief, the Destroyer wins. And because of this inevitability the Destroyer would not 

abandon the sure victory and choose other people 



Azief is his only choice in this timeline. 

He smiles and then He mutters to himself. 

'I guess since we have to meet, I have to cover the eyes of those Eyes that Sees Too Much' 

At the same time, Azief is feeling that he is being observed, the Five Seats of Orvan finally understand 

the cause and effect 

They now understand what secret Earth X is hiding. They know that it is a world protected by the 

Creator but they never knew why. 

However, now they know why. 

Those five old things who is sitting on their throne right now all frowned. 

What they were interested in was why the Creator is there. They did not know that the Creator had 

incarnation and they did not know that the Creator chose that world. 

They still need Azief to pave the way for them. 

Then as they gaze back at the recording of the helmet, the screen blurred. The Five Seats all looked at 

each other. 

Then they sighed 

'It's the Creator' 

'This is not fair' Another said 

'We should complain' Another chimed in. 

Another then said 

'Do you dare?' 

Then another one answer 

'We do not dare' 

There is silence for a while and then all five of them sighed in unison 

'Does this mean we got nothing?' the one that said it was the Old One from the House of Rhobos. 

'We go something' the Old Ones from the House of Sith 

'What do we got?' 

'We now know why He is there' 

Another one of the Old Ones then said 

'Calculate?' 

'Calculate' the other four said in unison. 



They close their eyes and began calculating. A powerful psionic force began enveloping their bodies and 

throne. 

Their mind is now emanating a powerful psionic force. What they see is anyone guess. 

Right now they could no longer access the helmet but they are not worried about Azief well-being. 

Because there is no need to 

After all, it is the Creator that obscure the view. It means there is more secrets in that world other than 

it is the planet where the Creator choose His incarnation. 

But since the Creator obscure the view it means it is not their fate and destiny to see through that secret 

through Azief. They do not dare to blatantly and openly defying the Will of the Creator. 

But at least with the things that they have seen they could calculate certain things. As for Azief, the 

Creator would make sure he is safe. 

Chapter 1222 - A Divine Sword 

At the same time, Azief who is in Earth X did not know that right now the connection of his helmet with 

the minds of the Five Seats of Orvan had been broken. 

And there is still one thing that he doesn't know. As of now, Azief is still floating in the air and then after 

shaking that feeling from his heart he began thinking about what he just experience. 

At first he felt a bit weird about the feeling of being watched but after a few second, he could feel the 

gaze fading away. 

He frowned a bit and he looks at the sky. 

'Is there such a divine being in Earth X that could see through all this layers of dimension separating me 

from the Earth X true reality?' 

'I never notice that before when I was here the last time' he thought to himself. 

For a moment he gathers his thought 

It did not take long for him to gather his thought 

He then began fast forwarding the scenes of the projection. He sees all the great events of the past but 

there are some things that he just had to skip over. 

But he admired the civilization that Aero had built. 

It is part magical and part science. 

He saw it rise to become the premier power of this primitive world, he saw the meeting between Aero 

and the Lady of the Lake, saw the pure love of the Goddess, saw how she gave the descendant of Aero 

her blood, triggering the prophecy of the Age of Gods. 

The dusk of the Gods was sealed the moment Amara gave her blood to mortal. 

A holy blood lineage was born. 
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He saw the fall of an Empire and he also saw the birth of Levitia. He saw a divine providence shining 

upon the stars, seven light falls from the sky the days he was born. 

It had all of the making of a mythical story. He saw how even from birth, Levitia was blessed by the 

heavens. 

He was lucky in most thing, and many things comes easy for him. 

Azief could see the fortune of Levitia is accumulating. 

The fate of the world, the fortune of the world gathers around him, making him to be one of the 

candidate for the protagonist of the era. 

All the lucks and blessing that he has is also to prepare him for the thorny road ahead. 

He saw the mythical meeting between the Lady of the Lake and Levitia and how she tested him 

She warns him of his fate but Levitia at that time was vengeful kid. Headstrong and rough. 

He probably did not put what the Lady of the Lake said to him that seriously. And he saw how the Lady 

of the Lake gave him his famous sword 

He was given the Lightbreaker. 

The moment Azief saw the sword, he knew this sword was one of a kind. There is an inscription on the 

body of the sword. 

It is a different kind of system from the runic system of the Eight Realms but one thing was clear. 

That the inscription itself possess powers. 

Levitia of course could not use it because he did not know the power of that inscription. 

The same thing could not be said for Azief. 

Azief could see it and while could not understand what it tries to convey he could feel the energy 

throbbing from that inscription 

If he could use this sword with his current level, he could even imbue Laws into his strike and there 

would be a resonance between the Sword Intent and the Laws that he had imbued. 

Beings of his level usually does not requires a weapon. There is also the fact that most weapons would 

break if he uses it with his full power. 

But there are some things that would not broke even when a being of his level is using it 

Such objects are like celestial bronze, the armament of Olympus, dwarven made metal from some high 

magical world, some magical weapons crafted from the essence of the Universe to name a few objects 

in the world that could be used by beings of his level 

For most of this thing, Azief had only heard but never saw. 

Once, there was a weapon that he knew could withstand his energy but that weapon belongs to 

someone else and that someone else is very powerful 



At that time, he was not as powerful a she is now so even thinking of trying to stela it or grab it is 

something that did not even cross his mind 

But, even if he had the same level of strength he has now, he would not have grabbed or trying to steal 

it. 

There is Karma to this. 

Once he does that cause and effect is established. 

if he could endure the cause and effect, that would be fine. 

But if he could not, then his path would be hard. If anything, he would rather have trade something with 

that person rather than trying to steal it. 

But since then, he did not see many weapons that could withstand his energy. 

That is the reason why when he swings a sword, he simply swings his hand, his hand become his sword, 

the Sword Will was stimulated and the Heavens follows his Sword Heart. 

That is how he cut open an archipelago with his hand. His hand become the Sword, the Heaven follows 

his Will and a Sword from Heaven split apart the clouds and the Earth  

But just looking at the Enochian steel, he knew that the sword that Levitia is holding right now could 

withstand his energy 

It is quite remarkable that a world like Earth X could have such a powerful magical weapon. No wonder 

there are so many myths associated with Enochian steel sword. 

It is said that the Lost Generation was the one that created the Enochian steel sword. Maybe they did. 

But Azief is quite sure it is not them that have been able to create the steel. 

The steel must have come from somewhere else. 

If the First Generation did master such a skill, they would have left this world earlier and would not have 

been staying here for that long. 

Azief saw in the vision that he fast forwarded the day the First Generation once again goes to another 

world 

That must be the disappearance of the First Generation. 

The next generation was the generation of the descendant of the First Generation that would be called 

later as the Lost Generation. 

Azief expected that the helmet would prompt him to follow the First Generation home but unlike before 

there is no prompt whatsoever. 

He then focused back on what he is seeing 

He looks at that sword and shakes his head 



'I did not realize this before when I was here' Thinking about it again, he regretted that he did not seek a 

few Enchain steel to be brought back home. 

He saw Levitia accepting the sword and there is a bitter smile on his face as he looks at Levitia practicing 

his skill with the sword. 

That sword…...is a sword that Azief recognized very well. In the time of Arial, that sword is basically a 

legend 

there are many myths surrounding the sword. 

It is a sword that is revered by the Church and feared by the Demonkind. And it is the same sword that 

Arial would one day use to cut the Darkness. 

It is then clear to Azief that this sword was destined to become Arial. 

'A lineage of Holy Blood that spans millenniums. 

It seems the fate and destiny of this world seems to intertwine with the fates and destiny of this family 

with Holy blood' he thought to himself 

Azief had struck a weird kind of camaraderie with that Warrior Emperor and as such, he knew the sword 

every well. 

It also has another name other than Lightbreaker. It is called Godslayer. Azief wonder, could such a 

weapon cuts Supreme Being and Sovereigns? 

The magic that surround that sword seems to be ancient. 

It has a breath of destruction that is hard to describe. Maybe because Azief had the Seed of Destruction, 

he could feel it 

Azief then watched Levitia using that sword to fight against the demon army from Arakath. By this time, 

the Demon Lords no longer follows the Accord, the treaty between the Sky People and the Demonkind. 

At that time, Aero had used a more advanced nuclear weapon that wipes out all life in one of the 

Empires that have been threatening and killing the Sky People. 

Using a nuclear bomb that uses magic particles imbued into it, it created a destruction that is thorough 

and precise. 

The Dragons that saw the light of that explosion akin of the Sun blowing up become blinded and the 

Demon Kind was scared straight feeling for the first time fear against humans. 

Because of that they signed a treaty with the First Generation and the First Generation ruled the world 

from their capital 

That treaty lasted until the Lost Generation 

That is the story of the First Generation 

Chapter 1223 - Something Odd I 
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Years and seasons passes and their offspring created a thriving empire of their own, called Enoch, and 

using the technologies of their forefathers they became so powerful that even the Dark Lords feared 

them. 

They lived on an island surrounded by an impenetrable barrier. 

One of their most famous relics was their Enochian steel, impossible to break and so sharp it could cut 

through mountains. 

That is what he remembers from the records in history books about the Enochian Empire. 

The Lost Generation lived in peace and prosperity, until one bizarre, fateful day when their entire 

Empire sank to the bottom of the ocean. 

And since then the Demon Lords began strengthening back their military and after they were sure that 

the Sky people would not be coming back, they began violating the Treaty of the Accord 

But by this time, humanity even without the Enochian Empire is no longer as weak as they were when 

the First Generation arrives. 

And Levitia was that accumulation of that fortune and luck. And when he got the sword from the Lady of 

the Lake his fortune exploded. 

He saw Levitia perform his deeds that would one day become legendary deeds. He saw how Levitia 

fought Dulira Zaraf, kills the Demon Lord and of course, he also saw the Three Wise Men of the Sea 

Levitia last act before his homecoming was him trying to invade the Darklands and slaughter all of 

Demon Lords. 

As he marches forward toward the Darklands on the bridge that connected the two continent, the Three 

Wise Men appears 

Azief had once read the story of these Three Wise Men of the Sea that appear just right before Levitia 

marches toward the Darklands. 

There is always debate between historians and theologian whether the meeting really did happen or it is 

a story that was added afterward by the Church to extoll the virtues of Levitia. 

Azief knowing the Church of Light many atrocities know that there are many stories that were not true 

at all inside the Church good book. 

Surprisingly enough, at least this part of the story is real. 

The Three Wise Men of the Sea did appear and when they did, Azief could hear what the Three Wise 

Men of the Sea told Levitia. 

They told him of his lineage, of his fate and his destiny, of a location of a weapon of great worldly 

destruction. 

After that, Azief keep fast forwarding until the part where Levitia was poisoned and how he was thought 

to be dead after the Last Dinner. 



Azief thought on Levitia is that he is like the Jesus of this world. 

The difference was that he never brings any belief to any God or Gods in particular. While his deeds are 

deeds of bravery, it is not a virtue of morals 

There is the whole story about him and the Church. 

The Church of Light when he came to Earth X had always emphasizes that they and Levitia have great 

relationship and help each other and that is why in many of the books of the Church, Levitia is extolled 

in his virtue and his flaws were minimized. 

The truth however, Levitia hated the Church. It is not what they brought that he hated, it is how they are 

going about it. 

Inquisition, torturing and utter disregard and disrespect for anyone who have any other opinion or belief 

that is different from them 

Most of the companion of Levitia also did not worship the God that the Church worship. 

This is probably because in the teachings of the Great Prophet that Levitia himself knows that while the 

Great Prophet does spoke of the Creator and about God, he himself exercise tolerance against other 

religion and it is not unless you are attacked that you would be obligated to protect yourself 

In other words, Levitia believe that the Church had distorted the teachings of the Great Prophet. Azief 

saw how Levitia find the tablets and in that tablet it spoke of the teachings of the Great Prophet 

But when Levitia try to bring it out of the ruins, the tablets turn into dust. Azief nodded seeing this now 

understanding the cause of why Levitia who was revered by the Church hated the Church that much. 

It is no wonder why his friends and companion, while not all of them agree with certain acts of Levitia, 

always praise his magnanimous heart that could accept them 

Duvan Renasi for example believe in the Sun Emperor and the Water Maiden. 

Most of his other companions also believe in diverse kind of theory of divinity. Whether they were 

wrong or not is irrelevant to Levitia who accepts them as friend. 

Levitia probably believe in some kind of Creator God but he never imposes his belief in anyone. 

Azief looking at Levitia, he saw him pray for a few times. 

Who he prays to, he did not verbalize it in words but it is clear that he does have a belief in something. 

But unlike Alexander who is also his companion, he did not try to impose his belief on his friends, 

respecting the belief of his friend as long as it did not violate certain principle of humanity like human 

sacrifices. 

In that era, human sacrifices and deviant religion is all around. 

Levitia himself knew that this is the cult of the gods and goddess that he has to fight as he is the 

champion f Amara 



Other than the Demonkind, Levitia also wage war against these deviant cults and gods and goddesses of 

the Old that tries to kill him. 

The church beautifies these victory as Levitia killing false Gods. The church added a lot of virtue onto 

Levitia, virtues that Levitia himself might not possess 

It is not like Levitia himself is a virtuous person. He never claimed to be so. He was a complicated man. 

And Azief is seeing it for himself how complicated he is. 

He is A man who have the virtue of a knight. He is valiant, brave, loyal to his friend, steadfast to his 

promise 

He exemplifies many virtues of a great knight. 

but his vengeance had drove him to almost annihilating the entire demon population in the Human 

Kingdoms in Davarus. 

Basically, he was about to commit a genocide. 

He is merciless when it is about killing Demons. To him, someone who was blinded by anger, there is 

only one solution. 

It is either humans or demons. 

But if one looks at his life, at his surrounding, understand the era, one might even sympathize him 

He saw in his youth how humanity was killed so easily by their Demon overlords, enslaved and tortured 

not for months but hundreds of years. 

Life seems to be too cheap for humans. Of course it is easy for the later generation to judge people but 

that is because they do not live in the same era as these legendary figures 

Life was as cheap as the roadside flower. Easily trampled and easily plucked away in a moment notice. 

In such situation, Levitia blessed by the fortune of humanity, blessed by the blood that is coursing 

through his vein, blessed by divine providence, believe that there is only end to the war between 

humans and demons and that is the annihilation of the other side. 

When he marches to the bridge to go to the Darklands, he was prepared to slaughter every demon that 

is on that land until there is no more Demonkind in the world 

The later generation only remembers the heroic version of him and did not remember how merciless 

and cruel he is toward the Demonkind. 

It is only the Church thousand-year propaganda that turns him into a saint in the eyes of many people 

But this act did unify the human kingdoms in the Human Continent and make them unbending toward 

the Demon Lords and unyielding. 

Azief speed up many of Levitia life because he felt that while the history of this part of the era is 

interesting, it did not have much to do with him. 



Once again, he could only attribute this feeling to his intuition. He also saw the machinations of the 

Church and Alexander, how they betray Levitia and poisoned him 

But he also saw how tangled the relationship between Levitia and Alexander and how the Holy Seed of 

Levitia lineage is preserved and the shocking fate and destiny that entangled the generation of Levitia 

and Alexander.  

Azief could see that Arial even though he was not yet born is related to the Emperor of Vern lineage. 

The son of Levitia is half-brother to Emperor Justinian the Second Emperor of the Vern Empire. 

They share the same mother but different fathers. Azief saw how the Holy Blood is protected not only 

by a secret brotherhood but by the fortune and luck of the world 

The more hardship and suffering that the Holy Blood endures, the more fortune it accumulates. This 

kind of easily accumulating fortune is precisely because during the War of the Gods, all of the Gods were 

destroyed, killed, sealed or rendered useless all had their abilities and divine command falls into the laps 

of the Heavenly Will and Amara. 

Chapter 1224 - Something Odd II 

But the Heavenly Will in this world is unlike the Heavenly Will on Azief Earth. 

How it is different is subtle but unlike the Heavenly Will in Azief world, it did not try to control those 

under it but instead to go with the flow like a river, natural and flexible. 

Arial bloodline shares blood with Amara. Amara have all the fortune of this world then how could Her 

blood did not also get it? But her blood is mortal and yet also divine. 

They would always stand between two lines. 

And it is because of that it is easy for Arial ancestor to accumulate fortune as long as it suffers even a 

single hardship, the fortune that accumulated could rival a suffering of a hundred years. 

He then saw that the Church after knowing that the blood of Levitia survives hunted the family. The 

reason why they hunted Levitia family is because there was a prophecy about the Blood of Levitia. 

It wasn't until the departure of Levitia that the Church fully understand who it was they tried to kill and 

how blasphemous their act was yet they were still stubborn 

Azief seeing this only shake his head while smiling. 

'There is always a prophecy' Azief saw how after the death of the Gods and the Age of Gods ended, 

magic power decreases all over the world 

Azief look up toward the sky and he knows this is kind of a Heaven Will method to limit the damage that 

living being had done to it. 

Magic is no longer as abundant as it was during the early years of the First Generation. Azief seeing this 

could not help but compare this to the situation of his own Earth 
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He fast forwarded and see as how the descendant of Levitia thriving and as years and decades passes, 

those descendant of Levitia, of holy blood and of divine descent, many of them does not even know that 

they possess such a prestigious bloodline. 

From the moment Amara gave Her blood to a mortal and trigger the End of the Gods, even she who had 

become the victor in that war did not and could not fully understood what she had done 

It wasn't until she became the winner of the war of the Gods and possess all the powers of those gods 

Levitia had defeated that she could see that when she became the sole authority of the world, Her 

divine blood had bind the children of Aero to the world. 

It is remarkable that he could see all of it plays out. 

And even some of it did not show what happens to Amara, Azief could deduce such thing just from his 

experience dealing with godly beings 

As for her Divine Blood and the lineage of Aero family, the moment that Amara had chosen to give her 

blood to them, it binds them to great destiny, a destiny that has been foretold for millenniums. 

It is why the descendant of Levitia could keep hiding from the eyes of the Church. 

And the Goddess is not the only force in the world that tries to hide the descendant of Levitia from the 

eyes and ears of the Church. 

There is a secret organization that is also protecting the blood of Levitia. 

But they do not know the true lineage of Levitia until they truly research on it. 

Amara need no help when she wanted to protect a mortal family. 

Azief saw in one of the scenes in the projection when the Church who got a hold of a news that a 

descendant of Levitia is found is Asteros, they sent a large ship toward the sea to sail to Asteros and kills 

the descendant of Levitia. 

The ship sails but the ship never arrived at Asteros. 

On the third day of their journey in the sea, storms battered their ships and thunderbolts strike the 

sailor of the ship 

It came from the sky like some kind of divine punishment. And the truth was it is. 

Azief could see Amara figures in the sky, hurling down thunderbolt, wherever her eyes gazes upon, 

winds gather and create spinning cyclones 

Beneath her feet, the sky gathers and bring down heavy rain. 

The sailor that saw such phenomenon and those who knows of the true objective of their sailing could 

only attribute this kind of weird calamity to the wrath of the Divine. 

They pray and they ask for forgiveness but the wrath of Amara could not be appeased with words of 

regrets 



Amara herself is probably not there but only Her Will that appears after knowing that the Church 

wanted to truly eradicate the bloodline of Levitia. 

This kind of act goes beyond the bottom line of Amara. Suffering and hardship is the fate of all mortal 

beings. 

Amara could not shield them every time. If not, they could not learn anything from the experience. 

But this time, the Church send an army of Inquisitors, the most brutal and most fearsome of all the 

military arms of the Church. 

If they landed in Asteros and with the knowledge of the whereabouts of the blood of Levitia is known to 

them, there is no doubt that Levitia blood would be wiped out. 

Suffering is normal. 

Hardship is expected. That is what life is. 

The sweet and sour moments of life. 

But full eradication? 

This is not something that Amara would allow. After all, they are Her Blood 

And so her Will appears and she hurls thunderbolts and bring down wrathful winds upon them 

The countless ship was strike upon by thunderbolts. 

Some blasted into pieces, some were burned and some were stripped apart by the fast wind of the 

cyclones that hit upon them 

When they fall down to the sea, they did not just merely fall into the cold water they were also attacked 

by fires that appears out of nowhere on top of the sea water 

The sight is probably something that is out of the imaginations of the people that is hanging by a thread, 

floating on the vast sea water, seeing fires dancing just above the water. 

Water had always extinguished fire in their mind. 

This simple logic and fact is entrenched deeply in their minds 

But when the Inquisitors, the priest and the sailors that look at the fire that in on topo of water and 

burning so brightly and hot, they knew then that the expedition that they are on, is something that has 

bring the wrath of the Divine to them 

The sailors who volunteered for the Church, the Inquisitors who were so arrogant that they wanted to 

annihilate the blood of Divine, the priest that thought of glory and victory for the Church, now they 

knew that their thought, their prides and desire is nothing when compared to the Divine.  

The fire come to them like an arrows, slithering on top of the water and burns them in matter of 

seconds, their ashes were scattered by the wild cyclones. 

Some of them did not even have the chance to scream before they were turned into dust 



On the sky, the clouds are dark and the lightning g and thunder came at the same time. 

Every few seconds the lightning illuminated the dark clouds and those below could see a face in the sky, 

looking at them coldly. 

Even if they pray and even if they beg, their screams and their howls of regret is drowned by the sound 

of the thunder shaking the skies. 

Lightning bolts strikes those people that was not licked by the fire. 

Some of them split apart and exploded into mass gore of pieces of flesh pieces, scattered all over the 

water before floating down to the bottom of the sea. 

Some who were thinking of swimming away from that site is shredded by the tornadoes on the four 

sides of the area. 

Amara sequestered the site for annihilation. Azief when he was looking at that scene thought that the 

way Amara deals with these mortals is very neat 

From what he saw, Amara created a sealing kind of magic. Outside of that sealing area, it did not affect 

anything. 

It is not that he never thought of doing such things before. But, in the past his flashy methods are 

intended to shock his enemies 

But he also recognized that as he grows stronger, his normal strikes are not a feat of shocking the 

enemies anymore, he is just scaring them to death 

While most of the attack he had done is usually preceded with him removing all unrelated people from 

the site of his attack, he knows that one day, he might not be able to do such a thing. 

When Gods fight, it is the mortals that suffer 

He had seen and experienced this firsthand during his battle with the Demon King. 

When they both traded blows the seas churns, the sky split apart and the weather experience extreme 

distortions. 

Even though most of the people was saved by Lee Sangmin Mirror Dimension and some of them was 

transported away from him, when he battles the Demon King, their strength and their aftershock of 

their energy collision, kills countless of things. 

Chapter 1225 - Something Odd III 

Azief thought back to those moments and how many fortune and luck he had used up in that moment 

Of course, unlike mortal beings like Azief had ways of circumventing the rules of fortune and luck. 

when you reached enough power, fortune and luck instead of being a boost would become a restrained. 

He thought of the Six Saints of the Jade Empire and thought how they were restrained by the Heavenly 

Will. 
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They were unkillable…but that is only in the Great Wilderness and if they go out from the range of Jade 

Empire, they are as killable as any beings in the Universe. 

And it is not like they are truly invincible. Azief look down on the Six Saints simply because he had met 

someone more powerful 

As for him, suddenly slowing down and look at the scene of Amara punishing some mortals which 

should be an inconsequential act, there must be a reason 

Azief had found that if he observes something and tries to deduce the cause and effects of thing, he 

could always find new ideas and innovation in his methods. 

Especially in a world like Earth X that is rich with magical powers and methods, Azief had leaner d a lot. 

The first thought when he saw how Amara commanded the weather was how easy it was. Of course, 

Azief also had the ability to change the weather according to his mood. 

Like Amara, Azief also had the power of the Heavenly Will on his side. 

But unlike Amara, he did not hold one hundred percent of that authority 

The persona of the Heavenly Will had been formed and while he had easily created a rift between the 

Heavenly Will that is controlled by him on one part and the other by the Heavenly Will persona, Azief 

knows that as Earth Prime become more and more powerful, the Heavenly Will would also become 

more and more powerful 

Azief did not mind losing the control of the Heavenly Will if the Heavenly Will could follow its own rules. 

This is what he called Heavenly operation. 

Every world is not the same but most Heavenly Will acts to save the planet or the universe they are in. 

And even though most of the world Azief had went to always had a Heavenly Will above them, this is 

not the normal occurrence  

The fact was that most of the word Azief had been to is powerful worlds with many magical energies 

It is only in that kind of worlds where the Laws of the world could be changed and altered that a 

phenomenon like the birth of Heavenly Will could be facilitated 

And this time he had learn something again. 

The way Amara wields her power is not the same way he does it. 

She wields it as more than just an extension of her body. 

There is a sense of unity between her and the Heavenly Will and at the same time there is an 

independent part of it that contrast with the unity yet is perfectly harmonized. 

It is very hard to reconciled these two contrasting properties. 

Azief thought back when he uses his sword to cut the Socotra archipelago. 



If he had created a seal around the entire island then when he cuts the archipelago, it would cut into 

atoms without even creating such a mess that brings about tsunamis to the shores of the other 

continents. 

But that is not the only application of this magic that he could think of. He could also isolate his enemies 

into a different dimension inside the same reality. 

The matter in the sea was settled in just around fifteen minutes. All the ship was destroyed and the 

priest and the Inquisitor were all dead. 

Only one sailor was left alive. 

This sailor then returns the ship back to port and told the Bishops and the high ranking priest of the 

church what happens. 

The Church then knows that this is divine punishment and they cancelled the expedition. But the Pope 

after that also renews back the hunting of the descendant of Levitia. 

Of course none of them was successful 

Azief could see that in enduring this hardship and danger of being hunted by the Church, the fortune of 

the descendant of Levitia increased. 

Azief had seen Levitia fortune before. 

When he was born, he was blessed by the Heavens. 

His fortune reached to the sky. 

But as he kills demons, as he warred against the Demon Lords, and as he keeps and winning, lucky 

encounter after one another, Levitia luck and fortune finally dissipated and it was at this moment that 

he was poisoned by his friend. 

The killing of innocents, the destruction all of that creates entanglement of the fates. If Levitia was an 

immortal being these entanglements would make it very hard for him to prove his realization. 

Azief had understood a bit of Realization of Path of Azul as he understands a bit more about fate, 

destiny, Karma, fortune and luck 

These intangible thing that is merely a word, a concept ion one minds, hold great power 

It is the unseen force that sometimes is the strongest 

The reason Azul had become stronger after he revived back his beloved is because that is his 

entanglement of fate. 

This kind of entanglements must be solved when you reached a high enough level or even a thousand 

lifetime is not enough. 

There is a reason why Azul had waited eons and passed many epochs yet could not reach an even higher 

level 



It is fortunate that Levitia is not an immortal being but the amount of living beings that he had killed and 

the destruction he had wrought should have erased a lot of his fortune and luck. 

If not for the fact that he also saved a lot of people lives and also brings safety to the humankind, that 

fortune would have dissipated the first year of his campaigns against the Demon Lords. 

That fortune gathered back after his supposed death. 

And it has been steadily rising since then. 

And that fortune was inherited by his descendant and Azief found another way of collecting fortune. 

Endure hardship. 

That is what he sees. 

For each suffering, for each hardship that the descendant of Levitia endures, the fortune of the family 

rises generation after generation 

And Azief could guess that this is the plan all along. Azief remembered Arial. 

That is the protagonist of an era. 

At that time Azief could not see fortune and luck as he could today. 

He wonders how Arial fortune looks like. As Azief speed up the scene, he knows it would not be long 

before, he would see the birth of Arial 

This to him is the crystallization of the fortune of the descendant of Levitia. 

He finally arrived at the time Arial was born. But what he sees after was something that he could not 

expect. 

The life of this Arial is nothing like the life of the Arial the Conqueror. 

As far as he remembers even when he was not long on Earth X, he does know the history of that 

especially the history of Arial. 

When he arrived, it was years already since Arial is in the New World stabilizing his kingdom and 

preparing to conquer all of the Shadowlands. 

At that time, he was already known all over the world and historians was already compiling his feats and 

achievement 

Arial at that time was the conqueror of half of the Human Continent, a great hero and a wise Emperor to 

his people 

And his name is known all over the world and even the news of his feat reaches the distant foreign 

shore 

When he was young he is known as Arial the Dragon, the son of the Duke of Arrandy before he himself 

become the Duke and then Prince of Arrandy. 

Since he was young he was different than other kid. 



He enrolled in the Knight Academy and that is how he knew Orval, the Knight Master of that Knight 

Academy who is also one of The Enlightened Ones. 

He would then journey to become the family behind the rise of King Adrian and become one if not the 

most influential family in Aetherland 

That is how it was supposed to go. 

A life of legendary beginnings. 

His early life is the same as most conquerors in human history. It was filled with brilliance and no one 

could hide that bright light that seems to burn brightly. 

That was his fate. That was his story. But when Azief look at the story of Arial, it was nothing like that. 

It was particularly…. normal. That is what Azief could not understand 

Why was it normal? 

Did the hosiery he reads about Arial is nothing but lies? 

But that doesn't make sense. 

Because there is too many witness. 

It is understandable if once or twice that people would lie about him in history books but the battle he 

went on and the battle he fought in, it is not like there is not a witness. 

There is witness to him in the battle and there are records 

It doesn't make sense. So, Azief continue looking at Arial life as days and months passes and then 

notices something odd. 

Chapter 1226 - A Weird Feeling 

Like he expected, Arial had a huge amount of fortune and this fortune is beyond anything he could 

expect. 

'What kind of luck is this?' he thought to himself 

If his fortune could be seen by everyone, one could see his fortune is like a golden sky that covers the 

entire world and goes beyond it 

This goes beyond any expectation of fortune and luck that Azief had ever seen in his entire life. 

Even Aero who is the founder of this noble lineage did not possess as much as Arial. 

This is because Aero fortune and luck is related to his blood, to his progeny and descendant and not his 

own. 

Even if it is larger and denser, it is still not Aero rue fortune. 

When Aero died as a King in Earth X, his fortune went to his sons and daughters, to his friend and fated 

people. 
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It was divided. Each one that receive the fortune has a reason and fate to receive it. 

Since Azief had seen everything from beginning to end, he also now understands a lot about the laws of 

fortune and luck. 

And so, he understood that when he saw Arial fortune that soars beyond the Heavens and goes to 

enlightened even the dark universe with his fortune, he knew that Arial life and fate is probably even 

more impactful to the world than Aero did. 

This fortune is a fortune accumulated over thousands of years. 

For him to have this kind of fortune, for millenniums his predecessors had suffered and endure all kinds 

of hardship all so that one day that fortune would arrive on the head of Arial. 

And there is something else that Azief notices as he looks at the normal but mundane life of Arial that 

seems nothing like the Arial he knew 

He notices that the fortune of Arial is not yet realized. Instead it kept accumulating. 

Each time something bad happened to him, it kept accumulating. But Azief doesn't understand. He is 

very sure that the fortune belongs to Arial but why won't it actualized? 

There are times when fortune would actualize and usually that is when the fortune burns to fulfil the 

destiny. 

There are some worlds that have a different kinds of power that restrict destiny. But this world clearly 

isn't that kind of world 

The world that Azief was thinking about was the world of Xi Feng, one of the world in the Three 

Thousands Worlds of the Jade Empire. 

That is a world that is trapped by reincarnation. 

Arial world however is a world where fate and destiny is something that is very real and very strong 

'I don't understand' the more he sees Arial life, the more he doesn't understand. All the while the 

helmet on his head is slowly losing power. 

Azief notices that. He was also worried about the sudden changes in the helmet 

'There must be something special about this world' Azief thought to himself. 

When he went to the other worlds before using this helmet, when he was at Earth two or when he was 

at that world of Void Instability Dimension, the helmet while it uses its energy, it did not drain the 

helmet like this. 

Because of that there are some memories and projection that is blurred. 

He keeps looking at Arial. 

Right now Azief is translucent like a ghost and he is looking at Arial journey. 

And after a while he began feeling that something is very wrong. 



Events did not develop the way it was supposed to 

Arial father remains a farmer and never became a Baron. 

'No, this is not how it was supposed to go. His father would be bestowed a title by Adrian by this time' 

And the more unreasonable thing was that Arial was just a farmer son. Kyle Lethe, the neighbor son of 

the Vermont, who would one day become a great Knight and a Duke died early. 

And the same for Lisa Lethe that would one day become the Duchess of the House of Palais also died 

early. 

Things were very different and then there was something else that Azief knew should have happened 

but did not 

Arial did not meet her. He did not meet his Sun. 

And when he thought of Arial love, it was not Helia. Helia is someone that Azief only knew from books 

and stories 

He did not know of all the feelings that Arial had. But he was quiets rue that when Arial look at the 

woman who he called his Sun, his eyes was different 

It is so fascinating to him that when Arial look at his beloved, his Sun, he had this gentle eyes that he 

would never show to anyone else 

When he spokes to her, there is this gentleness in his voice. Azief always found it very…endearing. 

But in this life, he never met her. And he also did not meet Helia. There is no friendship at all between 

him and Helia or with Lisa or Kyle, or any of the people that he was supposed to meet 

Silas, one of his most trusted advisor become a thief in the alleys of the capital. As for most of his 

friends, they did not cross path with Arial 

Then Azief feel his heart beating strong and he could not help but frown. 

'A premonition of something' he mutters to himself 

He closes his eyes for a moment and try to grasp that feeling, trying to understand why he suddenly feel 

a premonition out of nowhere. 

A second later he opens his eyes but he could not help but feel disappointed. 

When he was trying to grasp that feeling, trying to understand from where the premonition is coming 

from, he could not find anything 

'Is it related to Arial?' the moment he asks this question, he felt that feeling again and his eyes 

narrowed. 

This is that same feeling. 

He is now quite sure that his premonition has something to do with Arial. Actually, if Azief wanted to he 

could end the simulation right now 



He already got a lot of benefits. Not only he had understood deeper about fate and destiny, he had also 

awakened the ability to see through fortune and luck. 

He also had strengthened his mental power because of seeing accelerated images of the projection 

With this many abilities that he had gained, he could conclude that his journey to this other worlds using 

the helmet is beneficial to him. 

But the reason he keeps going is not simply to get all of these benefits. 

He simply does all of this to see the cause and effect of everything that is related to him and to Earth 

Two. 

The moment he decided that, he could feel that there is a great opportunity and great danger that 

would accompany him.  

And Azief is quite familiar with this feeling. 

The reason he was always able to outpaced everyone could not be separated with the fact that he had a 

head start with Loki giving him the Universe Orb and making travel to other parallel Earth 

Of course, at that time while he was suspicious of why Loki was so generous with him, he still uses the 

Universe Orb and get a lot of benefits for his leveling up. 

It is that early advantage that always enables him to outpace everyone and become the strongest 

person in the world 

But now, at the present times, he knows that everything has a price. 

At that time, he did not know. 

But now he knows that Loki is a time traveler though it is not quite the time traveler that is as he 

thought. 

Loki clearly did not travel to the past using some kind of machine. 

And he clearly does not use conventional methods to travel through time. 

Because Azief is very familiar about the Time Laws and the Time and Space tunnel, that is why he knows 

that Loki did not returns to the past using some kind of conventional methods. 

The only thing he could think of as something that is unconventional but could escape the eyes of the 

Time Lords and Orvanians is none other than magic. 

Whether that magi could be successfully casted is a different matter. 

Because, when he knows this fact, he had to question everything that Loki had done for him 

And one of that question is of course the reason why Loki gave him the Universe Orb. 

He and Loki had never talk that deeply about how he came to the past. And Loki is not exactly the 

sharing type especially for something like that. 

What he does know about Loki objective was that one of his objective was to be close to him 



And from Loki mouth, he knew that he would be the End of the Universe and probably also the end of 

Everything. 

Most people would crumble under the knowledge that they would become the precursor to the End of 

Everything. 

That he would be the trigger for an apocalypse. 

Azief had even confirmed it when he went to the future. 

But…. this did not do anything to him and did not affect him. 

Chapter 1227 - Playing With Time 

It is like the feeling when someone you know dies and some stranger dies. 

The feeling that you felt for this two event would be different. 

Even though he knows he would be the End of Everything he did not feel that crushing pressure of guilt. 

Because he did not know how it would happen. 

And it also didn't happen yet. It is a matter of future. It might seem irresponsible but it is also the truth. 

Azief could not feel guilty for the people that he had not yet killed 

He is just sad that he could no longer believe Loki. He still loves him. To him, Loki would still be his little 

brother. Azief is not someone that does not know to distinguish between sincerity and fakeness. 

He knows regardless of Loki plans against him or for him, Loki was sincere. And as long as that one bit of 

sincerity left, Azief would always treats him like his little brother. 

But, he could no longer trust him. There were things that Loki had done that make him very hard to 

trust. 

And one of that is the cause and effect of everything that had happened since the moment he met Loki. 

What if the experience he had in Earth Two and all the other adventures and journey he went through 

has already been calculated by Loki? 

Because of that, he wanted to see all the cause and effect of Earth two. And since that decision, he now 

had found all kinds of secret buried in that one inconsequential world. 

Earth two seems to be related to something very big. 

The more he sees and the more he experiences in both the world of Aero and now in Earth X, the more 

his premonition is getting stronger. 

He sighed 

Even though he felt the premonition, he could not discern what type of premonition this is. 

So, he decided to put it to the back of his mind and keep looking at the events of Arial life 

He believes that he would find something 
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He keeps looking and saw this Arial differs greatly from the Arial he knew. This Arial is not heroic, not 

brave, just a normal person in a turbulent era. 

If not for the fact that Azief know that Arial comes from a lineage of great people, from heroes to kings 

to Emperors, he doubted that Arial is really the blood of the Vermont 

The trajectory of events is also very different. He saw how normal Arial life was but Azief did not stop 

watching. 

Even the simplest and most mundane thing is observed 

Because as the years passes, Azief could feel that the premonition is getting stronger. Now, Azief is no 

longer just an apparition, he instead merges with the world. 

But the area he covers is not the entire world but only the sky above the head of Arial. 

He tries to spread his Divine Sense when he meres with the world but to his surprise he found out, there 

is some kind of restriction. 

This did not happen before when he went to the other worlds but he chucks it up to some kind of 

problem with the helmet since most of its energy has been used. 

After a few years, something that Azief had not expected happen. The Invasion of the Demonkind and 

leading them was someone that Azief did not expect at all 

On the head of this invasion force is Azrael, the King of Arakath. Behind him, is the host of all the Demon 

army and there are giants, Orcs, and even Giants that answer the call. 

Azief saw how Azrael just bribe the guards of the Bleeding Wall to get access before slaughtering the 

guards in the Bleeding Wall and take over the Wall and allowing their soldiers to pass through. 

Azief had seen the Bleeding Wall and it was guarded by black clothed guards. The commanders of the 

Walls are usually very disciplined and also great fighters.  

There is no lax of discipline even when the recruits are criminals for anyone who could not follow order 

and maintain discipline would be killed. 

However, Azief could see the cause and effect of this. 

When he was here, Arial was the one that controls the area all around the Bleeding Wall and its 

surrounding region. 

He tightened up the defense, and while he did not wave his saber toward the Demonkind, e was very 

prepared for the possibility of a Demon Invasion. 

Azief then saw how Azrael and his army ravage the lands of the Human Continent. 

The kingdoms were caught unprepared but the Knight Academy was the first force that come out and 

fought against the Demon army and buy some time for the Human Kingdoms to act. 

Azief looked at this and he shakes his head. There is also some kind of understanding that he had gained 



'This clearly did not happen. Arial had signed a treaty with Azrael and there was never such an invasion 

of the Demon Army in Arial reign of Arrandy before or after. Instead, the Darklands and the Edenian 

Empire has a cooperative relationship forged by a debt of gratitude. Either my memory is wrong or there 

is something wrong with all of this' he mutters to himself. 

In the world that he met Arial, the Edenian Empire and the high lords of Arakath had great relationship 

because Arial had saved the Queen of Arakath. 

This bond is so strong that in the eve of the Darkness the Demonkind also helps Arial fights the 

Darkness. 

This does not make sense at all. But by now, he got a hunch of what is happening. 

'A different timeline?' he thought to himself and he nodded. It is the only way to explain all this 

divergence from how events supposed to go. 

Azief also notices something and that him and Arial might be in the same kind of situation. After all Loki 

did travel through time. 

And even though Azief could not remember it he could be considered someone that also travelled back 

to the past even if he doesn't even have a single memory about that. 

But there is also something that made him sighed 

'Shit. People all over the Multiverses is playing with time. What do they think Time and Space is? Some 

kind of codes that they could alter however they like?' 

He was just expression his disbelief. It seems to him that people seems to just alter time and space 

without any regard of how it could affect things. 

He then calmed down easily but another thing raises his attention. 

the weird thing about all of this, is that he did not see the involvement of either the Time Lords or the 

Orvanians. 

Usually, the Time Lords would surely at least show some activity before the appointed time of the Time 

Changing. 

Azief himself is not very knowledgeable on what Time Lords actually do. But he does know a few things 

about them 

He then shakes his head and rid out of any distracting thought and look at the life of Arial. By this time, 

Arial is no longer in the Dukedom of Alan 

Instead he went to Seren to celebrate his birthday. His father gave him some money to go there. 

Azief who had Divine Sense on the Dukedom see at the same time that Arial was celebrating his 

birthday, the Demon Army ravages the Dukedom. 

Arial from what he sees loves his parent very much. This is also the same trait like the Arial that he 

knew. 



Not before long, Arial heard news from refugees of the war that there is an invasion of the Demon King. 

Arial who listened to this quickly returns back to Danoba village. 

Along the way, Azief could see that Amara is protecting Arial, easing his path, making sure he did not 

encounter anyone that is dangerous. 

'It seems that the Goddess had always protected the lineage of Aero but why would she did not help 

Arial parents?' he thought to himself 

Azief found that this kind of thing has similarities between him and Loki. Loki sometimes does things 

that he could not predict or deduce. 

Because some of the things he did, did not make sense. 

There is no benefit or loss in Loki calculation. In the past Azief of course could not understand why Loki 

made certain decision. 

But after knowing that Loki knows the future, Azief change his thoughts. 

The reason he could not deduce or predict Loki moves is simply because the vantage point that they see 

is different. 

Whether it be benefit or loss, for someone that did not know the future like Loki, the winning side would 

not be revealed until the end. 

Because Loki make plans based according to the future he knows. 

So, one losing move might actually be a precursor to a winning checkmate. 

'It is the same for Amara' he thought to himself. 

Arial of this timeline is timid and while there is the occasional bravery, there is nothing remarkable 

about him other than the weight of destiny that his blood carry. 

Other than his bloodline, there is nothing special about him. 

Chapter 1228 - The One That Makes The Chessboard 

And in that moment he suddenly understood. Amara is trying to forge Arial. And there is no better way 

to forge someone through pain and suffering. 

Of longing and regret. At the same time, he also thought of how Loki gave him things and pointed him to 

the right direction. 

'Forging a person' he mutters silently and then he said 

'Forging me?' 

'For what?' Now, there is a thought blooming in his heart. 

If Loki is doing the same thing as Amara, which is forging him, for what possible reason Loki wanted to 

forge him? 
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Loki was very clear that he would be the destruction of the Universe. 

But even with all the trump cards that Loki have, he had never tries to assassinate or kills him. On the 

contrary, most of Loki plans, has always been about trying to save him 

Save me or make me stronger?' Azief suddenly realized something. 

Each guide, each benefits that Loki gave him seems to strengthen him. 

It is then puzzling why for someone who wanted to prevent the End of the World, The End of Everything 

makes the cause of that to be stronger? 

As Azief look at Amara trials that he gave to Arial, Azief could draw parallel to himself. 

At the same time, looking at him from a secret dimension is the Creator. 

He is smiling and then he mutters to himself. 

'There is many stories in this world. Since there is as many world and as many stars as there is grain of 

sands on the shore of a beach, which stories have I not seen before? Which stories did not repeat itself?' 

There is a smile on his face and his eyes is beaming with light. He of course did not appear in His own 

real form. If He did, one could only imagine the change it would brought to this Universe. 

And after all, He decided to meet with Azief. 

Maybe because of that He seems happier. Unlike the Destroyer, the Creator have human feelings. 

It is a flaw that makes Him perfect. 

When He was first created by His Lord, He is like the Destroyer. Like a program that have no intelligence. 

But then A Divine Decree had come down upon Him and bestowed Him with the ability to incarnate. 

And as He lives among the living beings and experiences Life itself, His dominion and power over Life 

and Creation deepens. 

And so, unlike the Destroyer that mostly have no feelings The Creator has quite a soft spot for all 

Creation. 

He looks at Azief who is slowly understanding certain things. He hoped that Azief could learn something 

from what he saw in all the worlds that he had observed. 

Loki of Midgard is forging Azief. Though the Creator could guess what the Trickster is trying to do, he did 

not have full certainty. Because Loki of Asgard had blurred that secret. 

'There is so many parallels to draw from. Destiny and Fate brought you here. Is it simply to save Arial 

and forge cause and effect with me? The story of Arial and you have so many similarities. If you could 

see it and understand it, maybe…. just maybe…by the End, your fate would not be so tragic' The Creator 

said to Himself 

Maybe, He too are hoping for something 



Right now, the Creator is no longer in the Exalted Divine Dimension and instead is inside a pocket 

dimension. He is quite near to the planet of Earth X 

'I need to meet you first before Odin makes his move' He said smiling 

Azief was feeling something wrong since the beginning when he arrives at Earth X. He was not mistaken. 

The Creator rarely makes a move. And He had never actively helping anyone or any race, letting it play 

their course. 

But this time, it was very different. He allowed the Orvanians to bring Arial to Earth X. But the Creator 

has a plan of Himself. 

And His plan trumps whatever plans the Orvanians wanted to achieve. 

He did not lie to the Orvanians. He did give them permission to enter 

But only until that 

The moment where it reached the tolerable lines, he waves his hand and cut off the connection 

between the helmet and the Five Seats of Orvan. 

When the Creator goes to the Five Seats of Orvan, He glances at them 

And with one glance The Creator could see all the cause and effect.  

He could see the past, present and future of the actions of the Orvanians. For beings like the Five Seats, 

there is many methods to obfuscate destiny and fate but while they do have such protection when the 

Creator became serious, he could easily bypass all of that protection 

After all, the Five Seats is also getting older as they pass each eons and their methods are growing 

weaker. 

In the past, if the Creator only send his avatar, it would not be so easy for Him to see the cause and 

effect of these five beings. 

But time degrade everything. There is signs of entropy even for the Five Seats of Orvan and this time the 

cause and effect is easily revealed. 

It is clear that the Five Seats of Orvan had lied to Arial about the helmet. Or to be more accurate, not 

disclosing certain fact to him 

And that was that whatever he sees in his helmet would also be seen by the Orvanians. It is clear that 

the Orvanian wanted to know all the cause and effect of Azief. 

The last time they did not make a move because they probably believe that there is no chance for Azief 

to win. 

Even when the battle of the End began, they did not make any moves. 

But when the Time God Jean reverses back all the time particles that have ever existed and will and had 

existed to reverse the time of the Omniverse, while some of the supreme beings forgets, it is clear that 

the Five Seats of Orvan remembers it. 



They might even have observing Earth since the beginning after the Time was reset back. 

And as they see that Azief is worthy bet, they began interfering. Sithulran is their breakthrough point. 

The Creator could see that there is the black hand of the Five Seats of Orvan that is related to Sithulran 

breaking from her prison 

The low level bureaucrats, the high ranking officials of the Orvan military did not know at all that the 

reason why Sithulran escape is none other than the machinations of The Five Seats of Orvan. 

How could it be easy for someone to escape a prison that is crafted by the Five Seats of Orvan 

themselves unless that they were the one that weaken the security 

All of this effort and intrigue, all of it is for the sole purpose to make contact with Earth and appears as a 

kind ally. 

They must also have calculated Azief abilities and make use of this. 

One must not underestimate the Five Seats of Orvan ability to manipulate and influence events 

And now they even want to know the connection of him and Azief. 

While he did allow them to enter, he allows them to enter only for a brief moment. 

And right now, Azief is actually really at Earth X and is not separated by layers of dimension. 

As for why he was in the past of Earth X, this is a simple thing for the Creator. Manipulating Time and 

Space is as simple as breathing for the Creator 

And there is something else that Azief did not notice 

Since the Creator wanted to meet Azief, how could he just meet a virtual self of Azief. After all, there is 

things that He wants Azief to experience for himself. 

So, unknown to Azief, he is now at Earth X with his own physical body. 

The Creator gazes toward his left and his eyes pierces through layers of multiversal barriers, wall in the 

cosmic spaces, passing through stars and planets and other star system to finally saw a scene in the 

secret laboratory of the Orvanian in the Seresian world. 

He saw the artificial intelligence of the lab is panicking. 

A few minutes ago, in the room where Azief was, there was something that happened that no one could 

explain 

It seems that the artificial intelligence did not know that the helmet is connected with the Five Seats of 

Orvan psionic frequency. 

She was observing Azief and making sure that nothing bad happens to him. But then something 

happened that had never happened before 

In the eyes of Qarliya, Azief suddenly disappeared like there was a blink in the space time around Azief 

and he disappeared just like that. 



The helmet is still there in the room floating before falling down to the tiles on the ground. To her, it 

must be something that is unimaginable because there is no sign of any errors. 

A few seconds later, an order come from the top that says not to worry about the weird occurrence and 

just observe the matter. 

'Those five Orvanians are really quick' He is quite sure that the Five Seats did not want Qarliya to report 

this to Katarina. 

Katarina could not change much but maybe she too is also in the calculation of the Orvanians. 

'They are all playing chess. But I am the one that create the chessboard' he smiles a little 

Chapter 1229 - Fortune And Luck 

the Creator also look at Katarina. He sighed looking at her. 

'I don't know if you will get your happy ending this time. But, since it all has started all again and there is 

now change…. who knows? After all, you are also my creation' he smiles 

Then he retracts back His gaze and look back at Azief who is in Earth X 

Azief did not realize at all that his body has been transported to the real Earth X. maybe the reason he 

did not notice it is because he is still transparent., 

And there is the helmet telling him that it is drained of energy 

None of that is true. 

The reason that he remains transparent is simply because of the manipulation of space by the Creator. 

As for the ability of the helmet to speed up or slow down scenes it is simply the Creator fast forwarding 

or slowing down time. 

The helmet that is on his head is merely an illusion. If this is any normal illusion, Azief would have seen 

through it. 

But the Creator illusion had always bordered on reality. Because he has the essence of creation. With 

one thought, even illusion could be made real. This is only one of the many myriads abilities of the 

Creator. 

How is it hard for him to imitate the creation of the Orvanians? On Earth X, Azief saw that Arial finally 

arrived at his village. The village is destroyed. 

Azief had seen this kind of destruction all over the villages that the Demonkind had passes through.  

In the past, Azief would balked at seeing such scenes of desolation and war. But since the Fall, he had 

seen so many deaths, so many destructions. 

Maybe in the beginning Azief was ruthless. But as he grows stronger and he is more attuned to the laws 

of the world, he began to become tired of destruction. 
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Of course did not mean he would soften his heart when he is face to face with his enemies. To his 

enemies, he did not have any mercy 

But to those who are unrelated, why should he make life harder than it is? This have a lot to do with the 

six lives of Azul that he had experienced. 

Even though most of the memories he had about the six lives of Azul is blurry by now, there are still a 

few things that he remembered 

In that tribulation of six lives, he had been a noble, a king, an Emperor. He had been a peasant, a farmer 

and an orphan. 

He had experience six desires, he experience pain and suffering and he also experience bliss and joy and 

pleasure 

When he thinks back he is quite grateful that the memory of the six live is slowly fading away. There 

were a few times, he thought of himself to have no desire. 

If he had feelings like that, he fears he would fall to the path of Oneness with All. But that is not his path. 

He wanted to break the shackle, to live carefree in the wide Universe. Freedom that he thinks of is not 

the kind of freedom where he does anything he wants. 

Six lives of Azul teach him, that if you do not control your desire, your desire would control you. 

Then is that freedom? Freedom to do whatever you desire? No, one must understood oneself to 

understood what meaning of freedom one wanted to pursue. 

If following your desire is the freedom, be careful that it is not your desire that controls you. 

Azief understood a few things about seeking the Grand Path as he continues walking forward and 

strengthening himself. 

The Grand Path is the path beyond level 99. 

It is the rank where he could be considered a supreme being that could make waves in the Universe 

It is illusory as fate and destiny. It is unseen. But one could feel it. One grand Path is the accumulation of 

one desire, obsession, will, determination 

But Azief knows that one Grand Path could be corrupted. He was nearly corrupted when he merges with 

the Heavens. 

If he forgets his original intention, then his Grand Path could be corrupted. 

He smiles bitterly as he thought of this old past of his. The memory suddenly comes to him, like an 

enlightenment or something 

'There is many things to digest after this' he thought to himself. 

The gains that he had today is not the increase in his physical strength. It did not raise his level. Nor did 

it increase his EXP. 



But, Azief believes what he gained today from just observing is very important. 

It is the cultivation of the mind and spirit, the deepening understanding of his own Laws and of his own 

Grand Path. 

To him, this is more important than just breaking through the levels. 

At his current level, breaking through levels is not that hard. 

But he knows how hard it is to gain a deeper understanding of your own laws, to crystallize one 

understanding into one own Grand Path. 

'Is this Karma?' he thought to himself. 

In the past, he had helped Arial. Today, even though Arial did not do anything, seeing his lives and his 

experience, observing him, he got enlightenment of his own path. 

Looking at the destruction that the Demon army had wrought, Azief thought to himself 

'Amara, sometimes even if you wanted to sharpen a blade, don't sharpen it too hard. If not, it could 

break' he thought to himself. 

Azief could see that the Arial in this timeline is unlike the tough and hardened warrior Arial that he 

knows. 

Amara method might backfire. Azief look as Arial went back to his family home, sneaking around the 

village only to see only bits and pieces of his parents. 

Azief close his eyes. 

'How many tragedies, how many deaths' and he sighed. The deaths of tens of thousands of people did 

not make Azief felt sad. 

But seeing Arial broke down, made him felt a little sad. 

It is how human brains works. Human mind is unable to grasp a suffering that exceed a certain range of 

calculation. 

One could hear the death of a million people and felt simply it is a number because the mind could not 

process such numbers of death. 

But tell them that their loved ones are dying then the feeling of grief and sadness exceed the feeling of 

sadness of hearing a million people die. 

It is the way that governments used to minimize the feeling of outrage of hearing deaths of their soldiers 

abroad or the suffering of other people 

Azief also is like this. probably because he is in Earth X and not in his Earth right now. If he is in his Earth 

right now, he is not confident that he could only be sad for Arial. 

Instead, he might become either heartless or overwhelmed by the feelings. 

This had something to do with the fact that he could merge with the Heavenly Will 



When Azief merge with the world, he could feel everything. 

And when he said everything, it means everything. 

He could feel the grass swaying in China, the wind blowing in India, the movements of waves in the 

shores of the islands in the Mediterranean, the heat, the cold, everything 

When the world did not yet have Heavenly Will, this is all he felt. 

But as the Heavenly Will grew, Azief did not only feel this. he also felt the emotions of people. Of course, 

this one is subtle. 

And what he felt was the collective feeling of people and not specific feelings. 

For example, if there is a region that is suffering from some kind of calamity, Azief could feel the despair 

of these people reaching to the Heavens. 

Emotions have power. Because now the world has magic., And some magic uses emotions to power it. 

Azief only sighed at looking Arial break down in the face of such tragedy. 

He knows that Amara is forging Arial. And then his eyes widened. 

'So, this is also one of the reasons' he thought to himself. As Arial eyes is full of tears in looking at the 

death of his parent, his fortune skyrocketed. 

It is not only because of his suffering that his fortune skyrocketed. 

The despair and the tragedy of humankind, the death of so many people, the fate of an entire race is 

slowly gathering around Arial. 

'if this is one of the three Grand Sect in the Jade Empire, they would need an immortal artifact to 

suppress the luck' 

Azief knows that when a race is about to face extinction, the luck and fortune of an entire race would 

gather upon some people or one person to shoulder the luck and fortune of an entire race. 

This could be considered as the last measure of resistance. 

If the one who have the fortune and luck of an entire race survive and win, then the luck and fortune 

would once again be distributed to the entire race and one could survive the fate of being annihilated. 

'But, even now it did not break out. How long before the fortune would breakout?' he thought to 

himself. 

Chapter 1230 - Enochian Steel 

Arial fortune is like Aero fortune. It pierces through the sky and covers the entire skyscape with golden 

aura. 

'It is not yet realized' he said to himself. The fortune that Arial possesses is illusory. Like something else 

needs to happen before it could have any benefits to Arial. 

If it could be used, how could Arial fate would be this tragic? He thought to himself. 
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If Arial could actually see his fortune and manipulate it, he could use it to make a Wish. Using the 

fortune and luck of one life to make a Wish might seem a bit weird 

But there is a magic like that. 

There is a wizard that Azief knew that would take the fortune and luck of people. The weight of a Wish 

determines how many fortune and luck that would be requires. 

And there is also the Saints in the Jade Empire that uses Wish to be granted Merit by the Heavens and 

become a Saint. 

Luck and fortune, these intangible things have very practical uses. Wizards, witches, mystical beings, 

most of these knows how to manipulate fortune and luck. 

Some requires spell. Some are magic that is more ancient and requires more abstract objects or rituals  

But to wizards and witches of high level, they could even use intangible and conceptual things to create 

wondrous magic 

Azief also saw another thing that shock him. He notices it and then he floated down not far away from 

Arial house. 

His entire being is still transparent as he floated down from the sky and look at a bird 

'Heh, so you were here all along' 

The bird is a raven 

But Arial knows that this is not some normal raven. He recognizes this bird. This is Amara. 

Or to be more accurate it is Amara familiar. 

It seems she did not come in person. After Arial escaped the house, the raven flies into the air before 

disappearing in the distance. 

Azief could only shakes his head 

'What is it with these godly being that likes to make ravens as their familiars?' Azief had a sudden 

thought. 

Odin has one. Amara has one. 

And he knew few others godly beings that have ravens as their messengers or familiars. It did not take 

long before he returned back at looking at Arial life. 

Arial after seeing the death of his parents wanted revenge. There was an army formed to resist the 

invasion of the Demonkind. 

Even though Arial before that moment had never had a practical fighting ability because of his desire for 

revenge, he joined the army. 

'It is the same like Levitia. Could the fate and destiny of his ancestors even affect him?' Azief thought to 

himself. 



Levitia parents were also killed by the Demon Army and because of that in the future he executed mad 

revenge against the Demon Lords and the Demonkind. 

And Arial is the lineage of that Great Hero and his parents is also killed by Demonkind. And he too swore 

revenge just like Levitia. 

The only difference between Arial and Levitia was that, Levitia since his birth had blessing of strength., 

Azief had seen the life of Levitia. He is the perfect template of Son of Heaven, the protagonist of destiny. 

The perfect hero. 

He was blessed with strength, possessing great courage and he had a determined personality 

He was sure of himself and did not doubt his decision. 

That bullheadedness of his while at times frustrating is also the one thing that made him able to change 

an entire era. 

But Arial is nothing like Levitia. He is the son of a farmer. 

And while he had strong body helping his father farm, this is not something that could be compared to 

the sons of nobles that have been training since they were little kids 

Not only he was not as strong as these nobles, he was also not as adept as fighting as them 

He was not as brave as his ancestor Levitia nor was he as sure of himself. 

Azief thought that when Arial enters the army, this is the time for Arial to shine. 

Maybe, he would burst into brilliance and his talents would break out. 

Even though Azief had known that this Arial is not the Arial he knew, that this is the wrong timeline, he 

at least had expected to see a trace of Arial the Conqueror. 

The great courageous Conqueror. But he was disappointed to see that he is merely the pawns soldiers 

and there was nothing incredible about him 

'But, the fortune keeps gathering around him' Azief said to himself. 

Even after all of that, each time, Arial went into battle, he would survive and each time he survives, the 

fortune grew higher and higher. 

Azief look at the sky and close his eyes for a second and when he opens back his eyes, his eyes are blue 

with a ring of golden and he could see the fortune and luck from Arial body. 

By now, the sky is thick with the golden aura of luck. 

Azief believes if he flew out to the stars above, this fortune and luck might cover this entire planet and 

the surrounding space. 

This kind of fortune is probably impossible to see 

But what use of the fortune if it could not be realized?' he mutters to himself. 



Then he closes back his eye. He closes his eyes only for a second and then when he opens back his eyes 

it returns back to normal 

At this time, Azief also understand one thing. Even though one has a lot of fortune and luck it would 

mean nothing if the luck did not actualize. 

And what will make luck and fortune actualize and break out? Azief got the answer almost immediately 

The answer just come to him. 

Fate and Destiny 

The reason why the fortune and luck that had gathered around Arial did not yet break out is because it 

is simply not yet the time decreed by fate and destiny. 

'It is truly strong here. The fate and destiny' Azief knows that there are some worlds that did not have 

such powerful force of fate and destiny. 

This must have something to do with the fact that Amara is the sole ruler of this world. Even though she 

is restrained by the Laws of the World, she is aloes a beneficiary of it 

Amara seems to have a plan. 

'If she had allowed Arial to actualize the destiny and fate that he has, how could he be so unlucky and 

oppressed in the army like this?' Azief thought to himself 

However, he did not understand why Amara do things like this. And it is not like he could go and ask 

her? 

Azief keep looking at Arial life. He shakes his head. The image of this Arial and that Arial is like the 

difference between Heaven and Earth 

Azief could still remembers when he fought alongside Arial. At that time, he was fighting a Darkspawn. 

This is before he went final form when he fights the Darkness. 

Arial is a genius in swordsmanship. The force that he could command with each strike is very measured 

and controlled 

His prowess is unbeatable. And with Lightbreaker in his hand, in Earth X, he is practically invincible in 

battle. 

His mind once again went to Lightbreaker. 

'Why didn't I notice it before?' he thought to himself. The question is rhetorical of course. When he was 

in this world, he was still in Energy Disperse Stage. 

He could not sense the subtlety and the mysteries of that sword at that time. At most, he thought of it 

as a magical weapon. 

It wasn't until he saw in the projection of how Levitia was given the sword, that he could sense the 

powerful force of destruction imbued into that sword 



Enochian steel in the lore and legends of this world is said to be able to cut mountains. They were wrong 

It is not that they exaggerated the power of that sword, but they underestimated it. 

With that sword, if it was wielded by someone who could manipulate the breath of destruction imbued 

in that sword it could cut even the stars and the galaxy. 

And instead of breaking off like normal weapon, Enochian steel would be able to handle it and even 

multiply the damage of the strike 

The reason why Azief regretted it is because he is sure that the sword could birth a Sword Soul. And 

thinking of the sword, he was reminded of Arial who fought the Darkness. 

Even Azief was not able to see the true face of Darkness. 

Thinking about it again now, it might be the fated nemesis of Asrana and as such only Asrana is capable 

of defeating it. 

At that time, the Lightbreaker is in his hand. When he steps out and decided to fight with the Darkness, 

the sword glows. 

Arial pointed the sword to the sky and the clouds rumbles. 

Thunders and lightning gathers. 

A black clouds covers the sky. Wherever one looks above, they could only see the black clouds covering 

the sky. 

Some parts of the Shadowlands sink to the ground sand Darkspawn appears from the dust and black 

miasma that spews out from the sinking of the ground 

Beast appears from the ground and the skies. Some fight for the light. And some fight for the Darkness 

The waves went wild and mountain crumbles. The earth shakes with such great ferocity one would think 

that the world is splitting into two. 

There is a sounds from the Heavens and the battle between Arial and the Darkness begins. It had all the 

apocalyptic vibes necessary for such an epic battle 

And when the light subsides, Arial was glowing in golden holy light and his energy rose to a godlike level. 

At that time, Azief who was only an Energy Disperse stage was shocked because Arial energy seems to 

outclassed him. 

He could not make an accurate judgment of Arial strength at that time. 

 


